Abstract. Let (X, Y) be a pair of random variables that are respectively d and 1 dimensional and set r = (2 + d)-I. Consider O( X) = Median( Y I X) and let On(-) be an estimator of 0(·) based on a training sample of size n. Under some regularity conditions, On (-) can be chosen to achieve the optimal rate of convergence n -r both pointwise and in Lq norms (1 ::; q < (0) restricted to compacts. Futhermore, it also achieves the optimal rate of convergence (n -1 log n) r in VX) norm restricted to compacts. For this class of nonparametric estimators, the results presented in this paper constitute an answer to one of the open questions of Stone (1982, Optimal global rates of convergence for nonparametric regression. Ann. Statist. 10, 1040-1053).
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in adopting the Mean Absolute Deviation ElY -O(X) I as a measure of accuracy, especially when outliers may be present (Bloomfield and Steiger, 1983) . The optimal function 00 is now defined so that O(X) is the conditional median, Median(Y IX), of Y given X. Note that this function is not necessary uniquely defined.
In practice, it is necessary to construct estimators of these functions based on a training sample from the distribution of (X, Y).
Parametric Approach vs Nonparametric Approach
To estimate these predictors, the parametric approach starts with specific assumptions about the relationship between the response and the explanatory variables and about the variation in the response that mayor may not be accounted for by the explanatory variables. For instance, the standard regression method starts with an a priori model for the regression function 0(.) which, by assumption or prior knowledge, is a linear function that contains finitely many unknown parameters. Under the assumption that the joint distribution is Gaussian, it is an optimal prediction rule; if the distribution is non-Gaussian, it is not generally posible to determine the funtion 0(·); so one might settle for the best linear predictor. By constrast, in the nonparametric approach, the regression function will be estimated directly without assuming such an a priori model for 0(·). As pointed out in Stone (1985) , the nonparametric approach is more flexible than the standard regression method; flexibility means the ability of the model to provide accurate fits in a wide variety of realistic situations, inaccuracy here leading to bias in estimation.
The present approach deals with the asymptotic properties (in terms of rates of convergence) of a class of nonparametric estimators constructed by kernel methods based on local medians. It is hoped that the results obtained here serve as a starting point for further development and understanding of the sampling properties of more complicated nonparametric procedures involving robustification, local polynomial fits, additive regression, and spline approximation.
Some previous work on the non parametric regression will now be surveyed. In Stone (1977) a consistency theorem was obtained for a large class of nonparametric regression estimators and used to establish the consistency of nearnest neighbor estimators. Since then, consistency has been established for kernel estimators by Wagner (1980a, 1980b) and Spiegelman and Sacks (1980) and for partition estimators by Gordon and Olshen (1980) and Breiman, et al. (1984) .
Nearest neighbor, kernel, and recursive partition methods of nonparametric regression, as usually defined, are b'aYk(l'C)Ji' loe'a:i av~rage5.' IiI 'Stone (1975 'Stone ( , 1977 ) the suggestion was made that nonpar~m~tric)"eg,{ession, 1;!ase,d ion locally, linear fits should also be consid-.,'
.~.
ered. This suggestion, and its extension to local polynomial fits together with theoretical justification in terms'o(optini~l ta:t~sof conv~'ilg~nce ate given in Stone (1980 Stone ( , 1982 
.
The rate of convergence of the estimator treated here depends
on the the following smoothness assumption on 0(.).
(If U is convex, the above condi~i,qn:".is implied by~{Jr{l;ppropriat~iP0l.!ndednesscondition on the restriction to U of the first derivative of (J.)
A condition on the distributioh of the expbihatory variables is required to guarantee the achievability of the desired rate of convergence);'); -)
Assumption 2. The distribution of x = (2;1,"" Xd) is absolutely continuous and its
density f(·) is bounded away from zero and infinity on U; that is, there is a positive
A condition on the conditional distribution of Y given X is required to guarantee the uniqueness of the conditional median (uniqueness will ensure consistency) and also the achievability of the desired rate of convergence. If the conditional density is not bounded away from zero around the median the desired rate of convergence will not be achievable.
(The same condition is required in order to obtain the usual asymptotic result about the sample median in the univariate case.) 
The kernel estimator On(·) of 0(·) will now be described. Given n 2' : 1, let (Xl, Yd, .. 0' (X n ,Y n ) denote a random sample of size n from the distribution of (X, Y). Let 8 n , n 2' : 1, be positive numbers that tend to zero as n tends to infinity. For x E C, set In(x) = 1ĩ~n
and IIXi -xii~8 n }, Nn(x) = #In(x) and, On(x) = Median{Yi : i E In(x)} (use the average of the two middle ordered statistics if Nn(x) is even).
Given positive numbers an andb n , n 2' : 1, let an ,..., b n mean that an/b n is bounded away from zero andi?~~tty. ,9il,~~.~~lJ;d8l}} x~rjab,le~:y'n, n 2' : 1, let Vn = Opr (bn) mean that the random varJabl~b?~YcnJ nry~;}t~f~:,~8~~A~.di)n probability or, equivalently, that 
Proofs of these theorems are given in Section 4. The proof of Theorem 2 is simpler and more intuitive than the corresponding proof given by HardIe and Luckhaus (1984) (only the calculation of binomial probabilities is required).
With a simple modification of Assumption 3, Theorems 1-3 are easily extended to yield rates of convergence for nonparametric estimators of other conditional quantiles. l ',.: " "-. .
1 . , ; Stone (1980 Stone ( , 1982 showed that if 1 <5:' q <.' 00, then n -r is the optimal rate of convergence in both pointwise and Lq norms; while (n-1logn)-r is the optimal rate of convergence in Loo norm. To find an estimator of 0(-) that achieves these optimal rates of concergence, given x, let Pn(·;x) be'th~p~l~nomi~l :~~n tf of 'degree k that minimizes and set On(X) = Pn(x;x) (if q = 0;0, d~fin~On1~,ab,9ve"over a finite subset of C and then extend it to all of C by suitable interpolation). Note that this estimator can be easily obtained by solving the corresponding normal equation.
Based on results presented in the previous sections, the following generalization to the case of conditional median seems plausible. Suppose that the conditional median 0(·) has bounded pth derivative. To find an estimator that achieves the above Lq (1~q~00) rates of convergence, given x, let Pn(·;x) be a polynomial on R d of degree k which minimizes
l\(x;x). Though there may not be a unique solution, this numerical optimization problem is readily solved by the simplex method (see, for example, Bloomfield and Steiger (1983)). It is an interesting open question to determine whether the asymptotic properties described above (for p > 2) still hold in this context.
One drawback that the nonparametric approach has is the high dimensionality, which can be thought of in terms of the variance in estimation. In other words: A huge data set may be required for nonparametric estimation of a function of many variables; otherwise the variance of the estimator may be unacceptably large.
A possible solution would be to use additivity as in Stone (1985) 
,. 
Consequently, by Hoeffding's inequality (see Theorem 2 of Hoeffding, 1963) 
pX(N;ILI n Zi~(c -Mo)koo n ) :S exp( -2N n [(c -M o )k o o n ]2).
(4.5) Choose s > 1 and let {L n } denote a sqti~nceof p~iitive integers such that L n ,..., n 8. Let W n be the collection of (2L n + l)d p;olntsin C·each ,of,whose coordinates is of the form j/(2L n ) for some integer j such that Iii; ::; Ln. Then C can be written as the union of each x E C there is a subcube Qwwith 'center w such that x E Qw. Let C n denote the collection of the centers of these subcubes. Then .'
It follows from An'" n 8 = 0(c(n-1lognt) and Assumption 1 that 18(x) -8(w)1 ::; Mollxwll ::; M o 8 n for x E Qw, w E C n (for n sufficiently large). Therefore, to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that there is a positive constant c such that S; P (UCn {N~-lLI;;1{Yi~!~~'P);+~6Jl}~'i,t-E n 6 n }) + P(W~). ;~~.:
Thus by (4.24), in order to prove the the9re~, it is, sufficient to show
(4.17)
To prove (4.17), we may assume that C is contained in the interior of the cube Co Put Var X (.) = Var(·1 Xl, ... ,X n ) and.CovXh·) .:::':Cov((.,·) 1Xl, .. 
